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In 2019 a major aspect of the Boeotia teamwork was the preparation of the chapters for the final monograph (Boeotia volume 3) of our work at the northern Boeotia ancient city of Hyettos and its immediate countryside. Chapters on the geology, pedology and land use potential of the landscape by Prof. R. Shiel (Newcastle), Dr. K. Wilkinson (Winchester) and Prof. J. Bintliff (Leiden/Edinburgh), are essential foundations for the subsequent chapters, composed by Prof. Bintliff and the ceramic specialist team, where the site and offsite distributions of surface ceramics are analysed by period to reveal long-term trends in human activity within the city and its surrounding countryside from the Neolithic to the Modern era. A chapter on the chemical trace element analysis of the soils across the ancient city site was prepared by Prof. Bintliff, Prof. de Gryse (Leuven), Dr. A. Sarris (FORTH, Rethymnon) and other project fieldwork staff. This revealed the close correlation between trace metal contamination of the soil and the boundaries of the occupation zone within the city site (the so-called “habitation effect”), and will be paired with hitherto unpublished parallel results across the ancient city of Thespiai in S.W. Boeotia.

A survey of the historical and epigraphic sources by Prof. A. Snodgrass (Cambridge), Prof. C. Müller (Paris Nanterre), Dr. A. Vionis (University of Cyprus) and Prof. M. Kiel (Bonn) brings rich interpretative aid to the results of the surface survey, to which can also be added the standing architecture, churches and wall-paintings of ancient, medieval and Ottoman-era date documented by the Project, and not least the almost complete geophysical survey of the city by Dr. Sarris and of two rural villa sites by Dr. M. Gillings. A major discovery was the matching of archival data, dated wall-paintings and the site ceramics of the Middle Byzantine, Frankish and Ottoman eras, allowing us to separate village locations adjacent to and succeeding the ancient city, associated with particular ethnic groups and political contexts (independent Greek, then Albanian villagers and then dependent Albanian labourers on an Orthodox monastic estate). Following a recent pioneering article on other sites by our post-Roman ceramic specialist Dr. Vionis, it will be possible for these rural sites (CN3 and CN4) to relate significant aspects of material culture to very different socio-economic patterns (wealth, imports and exports, dietary and culinary preferences) across the 1000 years represented.

As noted in our 2018 report, the Hyettos survey allows us to follow the pattern of life from Neolithic village to Greco-Roman city at the urban centre, and in its rural surroundings through 16 rural sites and an immense mass of offsite ceramic data, to document a
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dramatically changing pattern of farms and villages from the Neolithic to the later 19th century, when the landscape finally became deserted.

The next rural project lined-up for publication is the Valley of the Muses and the site of Askra, in S.W. Bocotia. Our earlier complete survey of the region ³ revealed over 50 archaeological sites, including a major Bronze Age village at the location of the settlement where the early historic poet Hesiod lived – ancient Askra. A full documentation of this long-lived community was carried out and also at its successor site VM4, where a large deserted village of some 1000 inhabitants provided rich Medieval to Ottoman ceramic finds, that can be matched to detailed lists of its population, agriculture and landscape investments in Ottoman archives. ⁴ The preparation of chapters for this final monograph is planned for 2020, but minor fieldwork continued in 2019 with further drone photography of some representative rural sites by Dr. L. Donnellan (Aarhus University). Whereas many survey sites are unenlightened by ground photographs, especially if in olive groves, the drone allows us to choose height and angle of view for the camera mounted on the drone, to highlight the placing of the site in the landscape (slope, relation to soils and general topography). Two examples are given in the images attached to this report. Site CN3 [Figure 1] from the Hyettos countryside is the most important site outside of the ancient city, a major Bronze Age and Medieval village; the photo clarified its location in a shallow but well-watered valley for irrigated crops, with rich arable for dry-farming on either side. The burial church and parish church of the deserted villages are marked by bright green trees in the lower right and upper left. A second example comes from the Valley of the Muses [Figure 2], site VM3: it occupies the fertile ploughed field amidst rockier terrain.


The city and countryside of ancient Haliartos in Central Boeotia is due to be prepared as a final monograph in 2021. Part of the longer-term preparation for this volume has been a complete survey of the standing architecture (city and acropolis defence walls, streets, public space and house layout). This is greatly enhanced by the fact that the town was destroyed by the Romans in 171 BC and only the Acropolis was significantly reoccupied subsequently, so that the main town is perfectly preserved as stone foundations at shallow depth or on the surface. A complete geophysical survey of the Lower Town by Dr. Sarris in previous years has now been enriched in 2018 and 2019 by surface mapping of the considerable surface alignments by Dr. Donnellan and an Italian team led by Dr. E. Farinetti (University of Roma Tre).

Restudy of the surface ceramics from additional sites, as long-term preparation for further Boeotia final volumes also took place this year. In particular Dr. K. Sarri, Project prehistorian, focussed in 2019 on the finds from the major rural site of Klimmataria, an extraordinary discovery we made in 1989 in the middle of the current Lake Hylike in Central Boeotia [Figure 3]. The exceptional dry year lowered lake levels beyond living memory to reveal a complex architectural plan of a village then fortified estate-centre from Bronze Age to Crusader times. The main patterning is due to a large tower-estate of the Crusader era, with parallels in excavated estate-centres in the Crusader Kingdom of Jerusalem, but Dr. Sarri found the prehistoric occupation to be one of the richest of any of our survey sites, with many ceramic forms unique to the village. Her analysis will continue into 2020.

Dr. H. Forbes (Nottingham University) has continue to conduct interviews and collect archival records relating to the recent history of the modern villages in our survey districts, as a complement to the recording of surface finds and of traditional architecture which we have already completed. One novel aspect to his work as ethnoarchaeologist is the comparison of
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village life in Boeotia at three distinct points of anthropological reports: the lifeways in the 1950’s by E. Friedl, by our own initial anthropology team of C. Slaughter and Ch. Kasimis in the late 1970s to early 1980s, and at the present time from his current observations. A secondary focus is the insightful comparison of the contrasting agendas and recording choices made by these different observers.

Figure 3: The Plan of the Lakeside settlement of Klimmataria in Lake Hylike, currently once more underwater (Lef Sigalos).
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